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Name of Course: English 2320 – British Literature after 1785 
 
Instructor: Hammett 
 
Department:  English 
 
Degree:                                  Degree Program Requirement:  YES (as part of the University’s  

sophomore level literature requirement)             
 
1.  Course 
Description 

In sophomore literature at Texas State University-San Marcos, we will read and analyze 
literary texts; develop an appreciation of literature as an art form; and gain an 
understanding of the role of literature in its historical, social and cultural contexts.  The 
course includes representative Authors and Works of British Literature from the Romantic 
Period to the Present.  As a class, we’ll try to arrive at a definition (if possible) of the term 
“Representative” as well as the word “British.”  In addition, we’ll do our best to determine 
how “British Literature” – particularly its values and biases – helped shape the world in 
which we live today.     

2.  Course 
Objectives 

After completion of a sophomore literature class, students will demonstrate the ability to 
1. read a literary text with a grasp of its content—for example, details of plot and 
character, major structural divisions, key images and ideas. 
2. analyze a literary text in order to explicate its meaning and to identify significant formal 
and linguistic features. 
3. explain ways in which a particular literary work reflects and shapes the historical, social 
and cultural circumstances in which it was produced. 
4. identify representative authors and works in a particular literary tradition. 
5. recognize significant themes and techniques shared by works in a particular literary 
tradition. 
6) see how literature in general and British Literature (after 1785) in particular connects to 
our own lives as citizens on this planet. 
 
[The first five of these are the Program Objectives and Course Outcomes set by the 
Sophomore Literature Syllabus]  
 

3.  Course 
Content   (60% 
needed for 
multicultural 
content 
classification) 
 

LEVEL ONE: ____ LEVEL TWO: _____LEVEL THREE: __X___ (Check one. Explain.) 
 
While much of my course content would already qualify for a multicultural label, I plan to 
incorporate additional readings that expand the amount of MC content.  For example, we’ll 
read excerpts from the “War Poets” of WWI, including Siegfried Sassoon, Wilfred Owen, 
etc.  But in conjunction with that lesson, we’ll also read 1992’s Regeneration, in which 
Patricia Barker uses these men as characters in her historical novel about shell-shock and 
Sassoon’s declaration in opposition to the War.  The hope is that this addendum to the 
anthologized readings will spur discussion that will help the students transform their 
worldview by drawing parallels between and thinking critically about the fictional (and 
historical) Craiglockhart hospital and Veterans hospitals like Walter Reed.  Many of the 
course’s texts will come from disparate groups of writers not often featured in literature 
anthologies including works written by women and gay or bisexual writers. I also plan to 
include a slave narrative and work from the far reaches of the former colonial “British 
Empire.”  Though some white male writers will still be taught in the course, each will be 
handled critically with prejudices discussed in addition to achievements.       
 

4.  Instructional 
Strategies 
 

LEVEL ONE: ____ LEVEL TWO:  _____LEVEL THREE:   X    (Check one. Explain.) 
In the past, I’ve taught this course in a way that likely reached only GLOBAL learners 
(modular sections to course – Romanticism, Victorianism, Modernism) and will continue 



to teach part of the course in this manner though I also intend to incorporate material 
throughout the course that is presented in small seemingly disparate units that build to a 
bigger picture to reach the analytical students.  (Example: The story of Pitcairn Island from 
its haven for the mutineers from The Bounty to its recent reappearance in the news for its 
widespread molestations as the patriarchal society founded by Christian Fletcher wielded 
its power in such a harmful manner .)  If I’m successful, the students will need to reflect on 
the implications as this “tale” grows throughout the semester.  In addition, I’d like to 
incorporate sound (the option of allowing students to listen to longer texts via audiobooks  
- especially the site  www.librivox.org - and playing the NPR story on Pitcairn Island 
that influenced me are some examples) so that more than the visual modality comes into 
play. 
 

5.  Assessment of 
Student 
Knowledge 

LEVEL ONE: ____ LEVEL TWO:  _____LEVEL THREE: X (Check one. Explain.) 
I will incorporate culturally responsive tests (including a final exam) and a research project   
The tests will include different types of questions ranging from Multiple Choice to short 
answer, to identification to essays.  The research questions will allow the students to not 
only show their assessment of a text but to have real power in shaping the course for future 
Texas State students (see below in Course Evaluation).    

6.  Classroom 
Interactions 

LEVEL ONE: ____ LEVEL TWO:  X  LEVEL THREE: _____ (Check one. Explain.) 
Though the class will have from 150-200 students, I plan to use discussions.  However, 
large group work will be incorporated including student power sharing thru their use of the 
collective class microphone. Though the format/space lends itself to lecture, I plan to keep 
lecture to a minimum.  I intend to play the role of conductor with frequent guest conductor 
contribution.   
 

7.  Course 
Evaluation 

The English department already asks a few questions on the standard survey including 
“This Course introduced Texts from a variety of cultural groups” and “This Instructor used 
a variety of class activities and types of assessment.”  My idea is to supplement this not 
simply through student evaluations at the course’s end, but to include these questions as 
part of the course grade.  The Research Paper topics will allow students to suggest which 
readings they would like added to future versions of the course and I intend to ask  
questions about course expectations (and the ways in which those expectations were and 
were not met) as short answer questions on the exams. 
 
 

Percentage of Multicultural Content:  60 
 
Multicultural Classification: 
Multicultural Content (MC): courses with 60% of the content multicultural 
Multicultural Perspectives (MP): courses using a variety of strategies to encourage multiculturalism, 

including content, instructional strategies, assessment, and classroom dynamics (When this is the only 
classification, the content is less than 60%) 

Multicultural Content and Perspectives (MC and MP): combination of both with 60% content. 
 
Choose the best multicultural classification that describes this course:  MC and MP 
Does this course focus on international diversity, U.S. diversity, women’s studies, or a combination of all 
three? Explain.  All three.  This course, with its investigations of the literature of “empire” and the wide-
ranging reach of the English Language, will focus daily on international diversity.  A good portion of the 
readings are by women and some, as in the case of Virginia Woolf, speak directly to the issue of feminism.  
Though the course isn’t specifically about U.S. diversity, the topics discussed, like the slave trade and the 
long-term effects of “empire,” certainly will cause us to discuss diversity in the U.S. as well. 
 


